The situation in the jungle changes constantly as you can imagine the list is subject
to change so we’ll update as often as we can.
This list is compiled from other groups, Fabienne’s advice and observation from the
last trip.
Highlighted items are urgent.
Some things are not easy to transport so might be better to source in Calais?
Very LIMITED SPACE in the jungle so we need to distribute effectively but fairly if
Febienne’s or other organization storages are too full. Otherwise you might have to
bring them back until needed.
We’ll also need find effective ways to send on to Greece, Macedonia & Hungary or
anywhere else needed.

Housing
Carpets, Rugs, Linos
Gaffer tape, Hammers & Nails (any tools /materials for building)
Insulation ideas? (It’s just going to be bloody cold as especially people there are not
used to cold weather)
Roofing materials (Tom reckons Tarpaulins are not breathable so might be
unpleasant. Tent materials. Our excellent builder Laurence uses Monarperm
Breather Membrane, which is also tear proof, might be a good thing?)
Tent (Larger ones are better if you are purchasing as people can live together &
warmer)
Pallets

Sleeping
Campbeds (Inflatable beds are NOT at all popular)
Mattresses (Single or Small single are easier to carry but larger ones are good as
long as we have large van available)
Futons
Sleeping bags
Blankets (loads as you can use as insulation of tents)
Duvet

Living
Solar lights (outdoor & torches)
Candles
Tables (that we can carry in the car unless someone has a van to transport)
Chairs
Plastic Storage Boxes
Cooking Pots & Pans
Utensils
Tin Openers
Cooking Knifes
Plates, Cups & Bowls (Camping ones are better for transporting perhaps. Very
limited clean water to wash things so paper cups might be better? You can also use
as fuel after?)

Hob kettles
Spoons & folks
Generator
Cooking Stove
Stove (any ideas for non electric? Gas will be too expensive to manage I think)

Men’s Clothing
Jackets & Coats (Winter. Best not to be too bright colours as many of them don't
want to be stand out for security reasons, ok when they are granted asylum)
Fleeces
Jumpers (apparently this is not wanted but will find out)
Casual Trousers -Jeans, Tracksuits
Belts
Socks
Underpants (new)
Trainers & Hiking shoes (Sturdy & Clean or New. NO city shoes NO canvas NO
wellies. 42- 45 -UK size 6-11 Especially 8-10)
Wooly hats (again best not to be too bright colours as many of them don't want to be
stand out for security reasons, ok when they are granted asylum)
Gloves
Scarves

Women’s Clothing
Winter casual coats & jackets
Trainers
Underwear for Pads wearing
Sanitary Towels (NO tampons)

Communication
Mobile phones
French Sim cards
Rechargeable Mobile chargers
Solar recharge sets for mobile

Food
Rice (NO pasta or couscous)
Cooking Oil
Tomato Purre (Any other tomato things are great)
Salt
Sugar
Spices
Onion & Garlic

Medical & Hygiene
Pain killers
Toothbrush
Toothpaste
Soaps
Razors

Shaving foam
Tissues
Wipes

Other Items for a bit of quality of life
Bicycles
Musical instruments
Table games
Ball games
Books (Quran was appreciated. Dictionaries )

